The problem of training symbol placement in data packets for chan nel tracking is considered, where the channel is time-varying Rayleigh fiat fading. We use the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) es timator for channel tracking. A minmax approach is considered. We optimize the placement by minimizing the maximum MSE over a packet. It is shown that training symbols should be scattered throughout the packet with equal space to achieve the optimal per formance.
INTRODUCTION
To facilitate chann el acquisition and tracking, training symbols (also referred to as pilot symbols) known to the receiver are often embed ded in the data stream. Traditionally, the design of training scheme, especially'the placement of training symbols, is based primarily on the simplicity of receiver implementation. In [2] , the author analyzed the pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) under fiat Rayleigh fading in tenn s of bit error rate and discussed effects of pilot symbol spacing and Doppler spread. In [5] , the authors com pared capacities in adaptive and non-adaptive coding schemes for a time-varying Rayleigh fading channel under PSAM. Both papers assumed a specific placement of training scheme where pilot sym bols are inserted periodically in the data.
It has been shown recently that the optimized placement of training symbols enhances overall system performance from both information theoretical and estimation theoretical perspectives [3, I, 7, 8] . The gain is especially evident for time varying channels. In [4] , we have optimized the training placement for the transmission of infinite data streams. The Kalman Filter and the Least Square algorithms are considered as channel tracking schemes. It is shown that single pilot periodic placement is optimal for both tracking strategies. In [6] , from the channel capacity viewpoint, the opti mal training symbol spacing and power allocation were analyzed in PSAM at high SNR and the packet length being infinity.
In this paper, we consider the problem of optimal training place ment for the transmission of finite data packets over time-varying fiat fading channels. The minimum mean-square error (MMSE) channel estimator is used for channel tracking. The presence of training symbols in the data stream makes MMSE of the chan nel estimator time varying. Here we consider a minmax approach where the maximum MSE as a function of placement is minimized. This criterion is particularly relevant for receivers using symbol-by symbol techniques. At high SNR, it is shown that packets should start and end with data symbols, and the Quasi Periodic Placement (QPP) of training symbols with cluster size one (QPP-I) is optimal.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Model
We consider the estimation of a time-varying Rayleigh fiat fading channel. The discrete-time system model is given by (1) where Ulc is the received signal, Sic is the transmitted symbol, nlc i.k,rl. To characterize the dynamics of the channel, we assume that the fading process is a first-order Gauss-Mar�ov process: (2) where Ulc i.k,rl. CN(O, (1 -a ? )u�) is the driving noise, and a the correlation coefficient that may vary between zero to one according to the fading channel bandwidth 1m (Doppler spread).
We assume each packet consists of of N data symbols and P training symbols. Within one data packet, the received signals can be separated into data part Y rl and training part Yt, correspondingly. The system equations for these two parts are then given by
where h.i and he are channel state vectors associated with data and training symbols, respectively.
We further assume that the data, the channel and noise are in dependent Finally, we assume that the estimation is training based and is performed independently for each transmitted packet
PUot Symbol Placement
In general, the placement of n clusters of training symbols can 
MMSE Channel Estimator
We should only be concerned about the MSE of channel state (de noted by h.i) associated with data symbols. Because the received data Yt and the chann el h.i are jointly Gaussian, the MMSE estimator of h.i, denoted as h", is linear. Let h.! � h" -h.i be the estimation error, the resulting minimum MSE is then given by where Rhd.= E{h.ihF}, Rh.= E{hthF} and Rhd= E{h.ihf}·
Note that the quantities Rhd• , Rhd and Rhd are fimctions of place mentP.
Let E,(P) denote the MSE for each channel state over data symbols, i.e.,
When symbol-by-symbol detection is performed, it is tj (p) that affects the symbol error probability. Therefore, it is reasonable to minimize the maximum MSE defined by Em.,.:(P) = max E,(P).
1�'�N (7)
Our objective is to find the optimal placement P. that minimizes the maximum channel estimation error P. = arg min Em"., ( P). p (8)
OPTIMAL PLACEMENT FOR CHANNEL TRAINING
It can be seen from (5) that noise variance and the positions of the P training symbols affect the estimation performance of channel states for the training part, hence further affect the tracking performance at the data part. Thus, in general the resulting MSE is a complicated fimction of the placement p, the channel correlation coefficient 0 and the SNR. Searching for the optimal placement turns out to be a difficult problem.
At high SNR, however, as channel learning becomes effective by inserting training symbols, only the tracking performance is in fluenced by training placement. In the following,we will consider the placement problem for the high SNR case, where perfect chan nel estimation is obtained during training, i.e., hti = hti' i =
1,··· ,P.
Given an n-cluster training with placement P, the data symbols are divided into n+ 1 blocks. It is easy to see that there are two types of data blocks in a packet: one type of blocks are those between two training symbol clusters. The second type are those at the two ends, next to only one training cluster. We first derive the maximum MSE and its position in these two types of data blocks, then find the maximum MSE in a packet, and finally we optimize the placement to minimize the maximum MSE. 
where F is the optimal interpolator, i.e., the Wiener Filter coeffi cient matrix. The minimum MSE in (5), in this case, can be rewrit ten as
It follows that the MSE of each channel state over the data block is 
Intuitively, we expect that the interpolation performance is the worst for the middle position. The above confirms that the maxi mum error indeed appears in the middle of the data block, and is only a fimction of the data block size m for a fixed o. Thus, for any data block between training symbols, the maximum MSE can be calculated using (16).
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Data Blocks at Ends of Packets
We now consider the second type of data block of size m which only next to one training cluster, shown in Fig 2. This type of data block appears only at two ends of a packet. We define it as a type-II block. The corresponding channel state vector only depends on the channel state associated to the training symbol next to the block. 
For this type of data block, the maximum error is obtained at the furthest position from the training symbols, i.e .
• the beginning and end of the packet. Again, it is only a function of data block size m for a given fading correlation coefficient a. 
The maximum MMSE under the optimal placement is given by r /1_1 , oddj r /:"11 even. 
QPP placement is a family of placement strategy introduced in [8) .
In a QPP-a scheme, training symbols are divided into as many clus ters as possible provided that each of them is no less than a, and data blocks are divided as equal as possible. Proposition 1 shows that at high SNR, under the training symbol constraint, QPP-I placement is optimal for channel tracking. It also shows that the optimal place ment is invariant under channel fading characteristics a. 
Optimizing the placement requires searching among all possible sizes of type-I and type-II blocks to minimize the maximum MSE.
We seek the optimal placement such that the sizes of type-I blocks are as equal as possible, and between type-I and type-II blocks, the relation in (23) is as close to the equality as possible. This is de scribed in the following and illustrated in Fig 4. Theorem 1 Under the assumed Rayleigh flat fading model. at high SNR. the following placement is optimal:
and m' ,r' are given by I I I I Fig. 4 : The optimal placement.in general cases.
(28)
Theorem 1 shows that in general, at high SNR, the optimal place ment requires that each packet starts and ends with data symbols, between which training symbols comply with QPP-l placement.
The relation between the optimal sizes of type-I and type-II blocks is a function of the channel fading correlation coefficient Cl and the percentage of training. Notice that when a ... 1. gem) --+ �.
This shows that when channel fading is slow. under the optimal placement, the size of the blocks at two ends is about � of that of blocks between training symbols.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
We compared the performance of tracking the fading channel un der different placement strategies. The channel was Gaussian with variance O"� = 1. Fig 5 shows the maximum MSE vs. channel correlation coefficient a for different placement schemes at high SNR. Training percentage is 33%. Note that that when a is close to 0 and I, all the placement schemes achieve almost the same per formance. Intuitively, when a -+ 0, the channel changes indepen dently, and inserting training provides little information for tracking no matter under what scheme. When a -+ I, the channel becomes constant, and at high SNR training symbols provide almost perfect information about the channel. The efficiency of the optimal place-. ment becomes apparent for a between 0 and 1. We see that there is a significant gain by placing training symbols optimally. Also, fin1her performance improvement can be obtained by using the op timal placement in Theorem I, comparing with the placement in Proposition I. However, we also notice that when a is close to I, the performance by the optimal placements in the two cases is very close. This indicates that QPP-I scheme at a -+ 1 is an optimal placement scheme. Finally, we also plotted the performance of the optimal placement in [4] . In that paper, we showed that the sin gle pilot periodical placement is optimal in an infinite data stream under the Kalman Filter chann el tracking method. For finite pack ets, we see that the optimal placement under Kalman Filter tracking performs worse than that using the MMSE estimator. We also plot ted the variation of the maximum MSE with a at SN R = 30dB, shown in Fig. 6 , we see that a gain can still be obtained by plac ing training optimally. Fig 7 shows Em, .. , (P) vs. percentage of training 11 for different placement schemes at high SNR. The chan nel Doppler bandwidth is fixed at 1m = 100Hz(a = 0.97} . We see that the efficiency of optimal placement shows its significance for tracking performance at low percentage of training. Again, at a close to I, we see that QPP-I scheme is in general o p timal for different percentages of training.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the placement of training symbols for a time-varying Ra)'leigh flat fading channel. We tackled this prob lem by using a mmmax approach. The placement is optimized by minimizing the maximum MSE in a packet. Our results have shown that training symbols should be placed periodically to maximize the tracking performance s. III -2192
